President Joachim Gauck and PM Angela Merkel have a point in cautioning the German public that Pegida (a German acronym standing for Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamization of the West) could normalize racism. Back in December Gauck warned about Pegida and similar xenophobic movements by arguing that “extremists and relating currents that are unhelpful” should get less attention.

Merkel has voiced similar concerns. In her New Year’s speech, she openly rejected the motives of Pegida’s organizers: by using mottos like ‘We are the people’, such activists imply that some citizens don’t belong because of their skin colour or their religion. Gauck’s and Merkel’s warnings are not politically motivated. Their plea is genuine, beyond any electoral calculation. Gauck has no party membership. CDU leader Merkel also doesn’t have any interest in attacking Pegida for fear of losing votes. German political scientists and sociologists have found that those joining Pegida’s rallies tend to be from right-wing to far-right stances with many from the centre-right bourgeoisie. Sociologist Johannes Kiess from Leipzig University, whose research focuses on far-right and extremist political movements, told eastern German public radio MRD that “Pegida is reminiscent of several other anti-asylum demonstrations […]. [The type of protesters range] from average citizens to neo-Nazis, everything is possible. […] In Dresden people have demonstrated against immigration and the asylum seekers’ issue has also played a role in the rallies.”

Gauck and Merkel’s message seems a genuine effort to make citizens aware of the motives behind Pegida. A slow shift towards unreasonable, xenophobic attitudes by those who’d be otherwise politically moderate is easy to foreshadow. Pegida promoters say they don’t wish their movement to be linked to far-right extremists or be portrayed as racist. Yet, as the MDR journalist Christin Bohmann pointed out in her interview with Dr Kiess, well-known neo-Nazis have been seen taking part in Pegida’s parades. How likely is potential radicalisation to spread in this case? The sociologist’s reply is: “Crossing points are open in either directions. However, even though the organizers and participants do not see themselves as extremists, their views are nevertheless rather extreme, i.e. anti-democratic and derogatory against certain minorities.”

Pegida’s slogans – “For the preservation of our culture”, “Against religious fanaticism” and “Against religious wars on German soil” – do smack of intolerance; a sectarian vision of the world. The us against them of action movies and cartoons telling our children very early on that it’s all about defeating the baddies, the catalysts of all things evil, whom the pure are perennially crusading against. This is a Manichaean approach that couldn’t be more simplistic. Pegida sympathizers’ concerns shouldn’t, however, be dismissed that easily. Such apprehensions ought to be listened to; they deserve to be answered.

It’s the job of high-profile politicians to articulate eloquent, non-patronizing responses to Pegida’s supporters. To ignore them or dismiss them as extremists or ignorant simpletons would be a dreadful mistake, a faux pas that crowds are powerful enough not to let politicians forget; the latter could even be forced to step down for their lack of understanding.

Or perhaps the payback would not be the loss of a parliamentary seat but the realisation that compromise will prove a lot harder. That could lead to quagmires in the style of Italian politics. A type of rigidity that can stop a whole
country from advancing: short-lived governments unable to form stable coalitions are the stuff of nightmares. Even Sweden has had a taste of that recently. Alternative für Deutschland – a sort of slightly milder German version of Ukip – is just waiting for that to happen.

As seen from the outside, it looks as if the southern part of eastern Germany (Dresden, Leipzig and the nearby areas well south of Berlin) are not used to the levels of immigration other parts of the federal republic have witnessed. The proportion of foreigners is 2.2 per cent in Saxony; the national average lies at 8.2 per cent.

Intercultural modes of living together in the same communities perhaps haven’t yet had the time to develop – and this is perhaps affecting ordinary people who’d otherwise be less anxious in other aspects of life. If such a hypothesis is correct, these people shouldn’t be stigmatized for the lack of cultural exposure they are yet to experience. In fact, the German Federal Minister of the Interior Thomas de Maizière correctly pointed out that among the participants of the mass rallies were ordinary people who expressed their disbelief in the way mainstream politics is facing up to the challenges of today’s society.

Mass immigration is not a new phenomenon in Germany as a whole. But whilst central governments once encouraged it – the Gastarbeiter, the immigrant workers to West Germany of the 60s and 70s came in handy in rebuilding the German powerhouse a bit more cheaply, which then allowed the country to pay back its WWII debt earlier –, now the masses are a tidal wave that’s perceived as an unchecked Mediterranean tsunami.

It all brings to mind Ralph Giordano. This is because the German author with Italian Jewish ancestry has recently passed away and is therefore still fresh in the mind. Having suffered discrimination himself – he was born in Hamburg in 1923 – he was always very careful and sensitive in his writings with regard to ethnicity and migration issues. Giordano suddenly hit the headlines a few years ago. He claimed that Cologne’s first large mosque – and there were thirty-three of them in the Rhine river metropolis at that time, mostly inconspicuously hidden away in the city’s nooks and crannies – shouldn’t be built.

Coming from him, a tolerant, sensible and internationalist mind who suffered greatly at the hands of the Nazis, it struck many as remarkable. In an interview in The New York Times in 2007 Giordano depicted German mosques as representing “a symbol of a parallel society”, and called the integration of German Muslims “a failure”.

Perhaps Pegida is in a clumsy way of bringing back Giordano’s worries with reason. Their call shouldn’t be left unheard and end up being harnessed by the unscrupulous meddling of extra-parliamentarian forces who believe in the persuasiveness of intolerance.

Note: This article gives the views of the authors, and not the position of the Euro Crisis in the Press blog, nor of the London School of Economics.
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